The consequences of modeling autocorrelation when synthesizing single-case studies using a three-level model.
Results from single-case studies are being synthesized using three-level models in which repeated observations are nested in participants, which in turn are nested in studies. We examined the performance of these models under conditions in which the errors associated with the repeated observations (the Level-1 errors) were assumed to be first-order autoregressive. Monte Carlo methods were used to examine conditions in which the first-order autoregressive assumption was accurate, conditions in which it represented an overspecification because the errors were actually independent, and conditions in which it represented a misspecification because the errors were generated on the basis of a moving-average model. Conditions also varied the series lengths, the numbers of participants per study, the numbers of studies per meta-analysis, the variances between the participants within studies, and the variances between studies. Fixed effects (e.g., the average treatment effect for the intervention and the average treatment effect for the trend) tended to be unbiased, and confidence intervals for the fixed effects tended to be accurate even when the error covariance model was overspecified or misspecified. The variance components, particularly at Levels 2 and 3, showed substantial bias.